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Abstract 
Introduction: Cloud-based solutions are a modern-day necessity for data intense computing. This case report describes in detail the develop-
ment and implementation of Amazon Web Services (AWS) at Emory—a secure, reliable, and scalable platform to store and analyze identifiable 
research data from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).
Materials and Methods: Interdisciplinary teams from CMS, MBL Technologies, and Emory University collaborated to ensure compliance with 
CMS policy that consolidates laws, regulations, and other drivers of information security and privacy.
Results: A dedicated team of individuals ensured successful transition from a physical storage server to a cloud-based environment. This 
included implementing access controls, vulnerability scanning, and audit logs that are reviewed regularly with a remediation plan. User adapta-
tion required specific training to overcome the challenges of cloud computing.
Conclusion: Challenges created opportunities for lessons learned through the creation of an end-product accepted by CMS and shared across 
disciplines university-wide.

Lay Summary 
Data-intensive computing has been traditionally performed on large physical servers that store data and software programs. More recently, 
many organizations have elected to move their data from physical servers to cloud-based platforms. Cloud-based platforms are similar to 
internet-based computer hardware and software platforms that can run large numbers of computers and programs at any given time. There are 
many cloud-based platforms available, but the most common are Amazon Web Services (AWS), Google Cloud Platform, and Microsoft Azure. In 
this report, we describe the process involved in transition from a physical server to the AWS cloud-based computing platform. This transition 
was through agreement with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) in our effort to examine the healthcare outcomes of hospi-
talized Medicare beneficiaries. Through a series of meetings with CMS and their technology affiliate, we developed a platform within AWS that 
met all the security features required by the US Department of Health and Human Services. Documents were provided that outlined criteria 
that were needed to secure Medicare claims; detailed documents that required signatures from data stewards at Emory University. Unexpected 
challenges were the learning curve associated with the use of AWS and the costs associated with a cloud-based platform.
Key words: AWS; cloud computing; CMS; technical architecture. 

Introduction
Cloud computing is a modern approach to data storage and 
management, and data-intensive computations that elimi-
nates the need for substantial physical media.1,2 It provides a 
secure environment through user authentication, digital 
transformation, and real-time monitoring of large datasets.3,4

The use of cloud computing frees physical storage space, 
reduces demand for internal information technology (IT) 
resources, and reduces computational costs.5–8 Amazon Web 
Service (AWS) is a third-party platform, similar to other 
cloud-based platforms, offers cloud-based services to 
decrease application downtime. This is accomplished through 
the reduction in administrative burden on the server and 

increasing the availability and scalability of resources that 
enhance the productivity of IT technicians.9–13

Upon special request, the Centers for Medicare and Medic-
aid Services (CMS) makes available to researchers’ identifi-
able files,14 which are data files that require secure storage. 
This case report from Emory University describes an innova-
tive process of developing and implementing an AWS plat-
form to store and analyze CMS data files.

Background
A research team at Emory University was funded by the 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to 
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examine the care outcomes of Medicare beneficiaries in four 
states—California, Florida, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. 
Data from 2016 included Medicare Provider Analysis and 
Review (MEDPAR), Outpatient, Carrier (Physician Part B), 
and Master Beneficiary Summary files. During the data 
request process, the research team was asked by CMS to dem-
onstrate the feasibility of cloud computing using Medicare 
claims data. The Emory University data request contained a 
smaller combined dataset of roughly 3 million hospital dis-
charges, which presented an ideal situation to test CMS 
research data in a cloud-based environment.

A series of meetings followed with CMS and the Privacy 
Manager of MBL Technologies, a company providing digital 
solutions to clients within federal, individual, and commer-
cial entities. The Emory University team included support 
provided by the Deputy Chief Information Officer from the 
Office of Information Technology; the Associate Director of 
Solutions Architecture, a cloud solution engineer from 
Library & Information Technology Services; the Assistant 
Dean for Technology (RLS) and the Senior Director of IT 
Operations from the School of Nursing; and the principal 
investigator (JPC) of the AHRQ-funded study. These meet-
ings focused on Emory meeting all security and privacy stand-
ards outlined by CMS.

CMS security and privacy requirements
Emory University entered a Data Use Agreement with CMS 
under the CMS Data Privacy Safeguard Program15 and com-
pleted a Data Management Plan Self-Attestation Question-
naire (DMP SAQ)16 to demonstrate that Emory was prepared 
to meet all CMS security and privacy requirements. CMS 
required that the Emory University data custodian complete, 
sign, and attest through official documentation that the 
Emory system had in place 18 DMP SAQ required security 
controls and 8 DMP SAQ required privacy controls that were 
verified through completion of 113 evidence-based response 
items.

Materials and methods
AWS at Emory platform
The AWS at Emory platform fulfilled CMS requirements 
with tailored set of controls built specifically for this project. 
Emory University’s Office of Information Technology (OIT) 
designed and developed AWS at Emory17 to provide a 
HIPAA compliant, secure environment for research-intensive 
cloud computing. Launched in 2019, the platform integrates 
with the Emory University management and financial sys-
tems. Each Virtual Private Cloud (VPC)18 available in either 
the AWS US-East-1 Virginia region or the US-East-2 Ohio 
region is protected by the Emory firewall, which prohibits 
access from the public, and connected to Emory’s on- 
premises network with AWS Direct Connect.19 AWS Service 
Control Policy,20 AWS Identity Access Management21 and 
Emory Security Risk Detection (SRD) and Security Remedia-
tion Service (SRS) implement security controls for all 
accounts. The SRD and SRS are a series of background proc-
esses that continuously check for potential risks in each 
account and remediate or alert as needed.

After analyzing the CMS Data Management Plan Self- 
Attestation Questionnaire (DMP SAQ),16 OIT recognized 
many of the requirements could be fulfilled with AWS at 
Emory; however, a few additional technical controls or 

manual processes would be required. These included restrict-
ing user access to specific resources and data storage, man-
ually reviewing and updating custom software for updates, 
and implementing additional audit logs and remediation 
plans. Emory University implemented the needed controls 
and processes while outlining their function in a system secur-
ity plan submitted to CMS.

Office of information technology
The Emory University background check process meets the 
CMS requirements for criminal background checks including 
fingerprinting,22 and it is used to approve user access to the 
AWS at Emory account. This process includes Emory rules of 
behavior to be agreed upon initially and validated annually 
for all authorized users. The Emory Single Sign-On with 
MyNetID Group authenticates users to the account. The 
Emory Active-Directory Lightweight Directory Service (AD 
LDS)23 authenticates users accessing the AWS Elastic Com-
pute Cloud (EC2).24 Authorized users have limited access to 
specifically approved AWS resources through AWS Identity 
and Access Management21 user policies and other AWS 
service-resource-based access policies. The account’s security 
policies and security controls also block unauthorized users. 
When a user is no longer associated with the project, account 
or university, access to the account and its resources are 
removed as per the Emory University access termination 
policy.

Initial data management included storage of raw encrypted 
CMS data within AWS Simple Storage Service (S3)25 with 
access limited to approved administrators and Emory OIT 
members. A working version of encrypted data utilized for 
analyses are stored in a separate S3 bucket that is encrypted 
at-rest. These data are limited to authorized users who are 
blocked from accessing any other S3 buckets. All S3 buckets 
have the versioning feature enabled for better collaboration 
and tracking. AWS Elastic Block Store (EBS)24 Snapshot 
backups are enabled with AWS Data Lifecycle Manager 
(DLM)24 for backup compliance and protection of block 
storage data.

To generate approved EC2 instances, compute environ-
ments are configured by Emory OIT through Amazon 
Machine Images (AMIs).24 Emory OIT and IT operations 
maintain patches and update the AMIs on a regular basis to 
meet all Emory and CMS security and compliance policies. 
Patches and updates are routinely monitored and pushed out 
to the account, with monthly reports that are sent to Emory 
OIT administrators. These AMIs are specifically configured 
with a custom logon banner to display validity of the envi-
ronment. Only authorized users can employ AMIs to launch 
instances after obtaining approval. Ansible Automation Plat-
form26 configures software and tools within EC2 instances 
with policies blocking non-approved software installations. 
For analyses, all data are encrypted in-transit and at-rest 
within the environment.27 For added privacy and security, all 
EC2 instances have logout and inactivity policies that auto-
matically disconnect the user after 10 failed attempts and 
block access for 30 minutes, while automatically logging out 
any inactive user.

The AWS environment and its resources are monitored 
through comprehensive logging. AWS VPC18 Flow Logs cap-
ture network traffic data by traversing the network interfaces 
of the VPC and EC2 instances. All S3 buckets have server 
access logging enabled, and S3 Access Logs are stored in a 
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separate S3 bucket to track data access. Internal systems 
clocks of instances are synchronized with a common authori-
tative time source to align timestamps of all events for consis-
tency and accuracy of EC2 logs. CloudWatch28 is used to 
securely store EC2 logs and metadata for audits along with 
User Access and Usage Logs. All logs are retained for 12 
months per Emory University policy. All users of the account 
are blocked from accessing all logs stored in AWS Cloud-
Watch and S3 buckets, only exception being approved 
administrators and Emory OIT members for tracking and 
auditing. The AWS CloudTrail29 tracks account application 
programming interface (API) calls for 12 months, and AWS 
Athena allows logs to be queried and reviewed. All logs are 
protected from unauthorized access, deletion, and modifica-
tion. Authorized Emory University School of Nursing IT per-
sonnel follow specific instructions provided to monitor and 
audit logs.

A security plan was implemented to ensure all security poli-
cies are followed. This plan includes documenting configura-
tions of individual hosts within the system, maintenance of 
security functions, tracking known vulnerabilities through a 
Plan of Action and Milestones (POA&M),30 and other docu-
mentation as needed for the system’s secure operation. The 
NIST SP 800-160 Volume 131 was referenced to meet CMS 
requirements for a trustworthy secure system. Information 
systems use FIPS 140-2 validated cryptographic modules for 

transmission of data-in-motion and data-at-rest. EC2 instan-
ces are protected from malicious code with up-to-date virus 
definitions with important file systems scanned every 12 
hours and a full system scan every 72 hours. AWS at Emory 
infrastructure is secured with regular vulnerability scans and 
reviewing audit logs. If a vulnerability or data breach is iden-
tified, from scan findings or approved security assessment or 
audit report, then all findings are documented in a POA&M 
reported to the Department of Health and Human Services 
(HHS) and remediated within the CMS required timelines of 
15 days for critical vulnerabilities and 30 days for high vul-
nerabilities based on the date identified and not the creation 
date of the POA&M.

Technical implementation
High-level architecture (Figure 1) illustrates the specifications 
and implementation of the OIT steps described above. 
Authorized users, properly vetted, can login to the account 
and utilize the EC2 service to run SAS and STATA from 
Emory OIT configured AMIs. Once the users are authenti-
cated, they only have access to a specific S3 bucket that con-
tains a working copy of CMS data for analysis. A high-level 
analysis flow (Figure 2) illustrates the process to analyze the 
working copy of CMS data. Access and usage logs of the 
account and CMS data are stored automatically to audit user 

Figure 1. A high-level architecture diagram of the system implemented at Emory University and approved by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services.
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access and resource usage to ensure secure data access and 
analysis.

Human information processing was implemented to pre-
vent usability issues and to effectively adopt and utilize cloud 
services.32 This was achieved through training on use of AWS 
at Emory platform, user restricted data access, limited or 
blocked user cloud services based on project needs, and only 
approved tools to analyze and store results. All authorized 
users agreed to the rules of behavior to not install any soft-
ware in their home directories, and School of Nursing (SON) 
IT performs periodical scans to ensure no unauthorized soft-
ware is installed. Licensing information of approved software 
is also maintained by SON IT.

SON IT maintains an up-to-date inventory of laptop com-
puters connecting to EC2s with security patches that are 
pushed to all connected computers. Monthly reports are used 
to identify outstanding security patches. These reports are 
reviewed by SON IT staff who then contact users to update 
their computer with the latest patches. A follow-up with users 
and reviewing logs help determine if the patches were applied 
to each computer. Access termination process was docu-
mented by SON IT and the principal investigator of the proj-
ect to maintain and update user access.

SON IT is responsible for the ongoing review of audit logs 
documenting any suspicious activities, unauthorized access, 
abnormal behaviors, and auditing system failures. This 
includes a weekly review of logs and maintaining documenta-
tion of each review.

Conclusion, lessons learned, and future 
directions
Efficient coordination of IT systems and human processes is 
required to maintain a secure cloud computing environment. In 
this case report, the team recognized the essential role of human 
factors in the maintenance of technology, including but not lim-
ited to ongoing support, such as AMIs, software updates, and 
training. The team observed a complex learning curve associ-
ated with training, device security, becoming familiar with for-
eign terminology and the cloud system interface, and 
acknowledging variances in launching and stopping instance by 
operation system (ie, PC vs Mac).33 In addition, the team expe-
rienced unanticipated increases in transition costs when users 
were not familiar with instance state and run times. Better com-
munication and collaboration among the researchers were 
observed as researchers’ increased cloud computing knowledge. 
Future work should focus on structured training for researchers 
without a cloud computing background as essential to facilitate 
the successful use of cloud computing resources. This experience 
with CMS guidelines resulted in successful implementation of 
identifiable data for use by the research team.
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